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Throughout, H denotes a real Hilbert space with inner product (., .), C a 
nonempty closed convex subset of H, and A a multivalued monotone operator 
with domain D(A) 3 C. (That is, A is a subset of H x H with the property that 
whenever [xi , zui] E A for i = 1,2, then (wr - wa , x1 - XJ > 0. By definition 
A(x) = {w E H: [.x, w] E A} and D(A) = {x: A(x) # a).) We denote by E the 
set of solutions u E C of the variational inequality 
(w, x - u) 2 0 V[X, W] E A n (C x H). (1) 
We apply the ideas of Baillon [l] and Baillon-Brezis [2], combined with a 
technique of Bruck [4], to solve (1) for u F C by the “ergodic iteration” 
Xl E c, (2) 
X n+l = Proj&, - Q4A w,~Ax,, (3) 
where Proj, denotes the proximity map of H on C and {tn} is always assumed 
to be a sequence of positive real numbers. The assumption CC D(A) serves 
only to guarantee that for any given sequence (tm}, sequences {x,}, {w,,J can be 
chosen to satisfy (2)-(4). 
THEOREM 1. Suppose 
p,=+co (5) 
and 
c 11 tnw, 22 < “m. (6) 
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Then either E =; s and lim, :I a, iI == + CO; or E + o and {x,J conaerges weak13 
to a point of E. 
Remarks. If A = I - T, where T: C + C is nonexpansive and C is bounded, 
and t, E 1, then Baillon [l] has shown that {ala} converges weakly to a fixed 
point of T. In this case Z, = (x1 + TX, + ... + TnS1xl)/n, hence our use of 
the term “ergodic iteration.” However, Baillon’s result does not follow from 
Theorem 1, since (6) may not be satisfied. 
In [4] we have established the weak convergence of the sequence (x.,~} generated 
by (2)-(3) for certain monotone operators provided {w+J is bounded and (5) and 
(6) are satisfied. (Note the Corrigendum [5] to [4].) On the other hand, Theorem 
1 applies to arbitrary monotone operators. One problem in applying Theorem 1 
may be the difficulty of reconciling (5) and (6); it is not clear whether, starting 
from an arbitrary xi E C, it is always possible to choose t, , x, , and w, satisfying 
(2)-(6). Nevertheless, in the important special case where A is bounded on C 
(or has a bounded section), any positive sequence {tn} in F\F can evidently be 
used to generate acceptable sequences {xlz} and {w,}. 
Proof of Theorem 1. We follow the method of Baillon-Brezis [2] to prove 
Theorem 1 in three steps: 
Step 1. All weak subsequential limits of (.a%} belong to E. To see this, note 
that for any [u, w] t A n (C x H) we have, by the well-known nonexpansiveness 
of Proj, , 
I x,-. 1 -- 52 I:* = ~ Proj,(x, - tnw,) - Proj, z, ii2 < // x, - tnw, - 71 lja 
= N, - rd i I2 l- ,, I/ tnw’, I/* + 2t,(w, ) v -- x,). 
By the monotonicity of A, (wn , zj - x,) < (w, z, - x,); thus 
/i x,+~ - ZI 1,” - /; x, - li’ 1!2 :< /j t,w, Ii* -+ 2t,(w, v - xn). (7) 
Put cfl := c;=, tj . Summing (7), we obtain 
(11 x,+1 - ‘L‘ ;,* - ;: x1 - 2: 112)/a, < g II tiwj l12h + 2(w, v - 4. 
By (5) and (6), therefore, 
0 ,( liF+rif(w, z, - a,). 
In particular, if a subsequence {anti,} converges weakly to u, then 0 < (w, ~1 - U) 
for all [z’, w] E A n (C x 23). Evidently each a, t C, hence also u E C; since 
u E C is a solution of (1), therefore u E E. This proves Step 1. 
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Obviously E is closed and convex, hence if E # ,@ the Proj, is well defined. 
IfEf ,@,putUn=ProjEx,. 
Step 2. If E # I” then (u$ is a Cauchy sequence and (11 x, - u, I!> con- 
verges. 
To see this, note that for all u E E, we have as before 
But since u E E, (wm , u - .Q .< 0. Thus 
On summing we find 
for each positive integer p, where pn == CT<, /j tjwj /i2. (By hypothesis, p,, is finite 
and lim ppa = 0.) 
Because E is convex and u,+, := Proj, x,+, , 
II &3-z, - ((un + %,Ml 2 II %+, - %+,, !I - 
Therefore 
j’ u n*z7 - % !I2 
= 2 II x?z+fl - u, Ii2 + 2 II xn+p - un+p II2 - 4 /I x,+, - ((un + h+J2)l12 
:G 2 /I X,+, - % iI2 - 2 II %+9 - %+z, llzT 
Using (8) with u = u, , we therefore obtain 
11 %I+:, - u, /I2 < 2pn + 2 Ij 3, - 24, II2 - 2 II x,+ - u,+?, /12. (9) 
Consequently 
iim sup 1) x, - u, ;I2 < 1) x, - 24, \I2 -+ pa . m-am 
Since pn + 0 this implies {;I x, - u, !I} converges; hence, from (9) we see that 
{un} is a Cauchy sequence. This proves Step 2. 
IfE # @,putu, = lim u, . Since E is closed, u, E E. 
Step 3. If E f G, then {zn} converges weakly to u, . 
First note that {xn} (hence {zn}) remains bounded by Step 2. Therefore it 
suffices to show that if ztzti) -+ u weakly, then u = u, . 
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But u E E by Lemma 1, hence the orthogonality properties of Proj, imply 
(u - un , XT2 - u,) < 0. Therefore 
where M = sup I( X, - un // , which implies 
But u, -+ u, strongly and (sR + +co; taking n = n(i) in (10) as i - oz we 
conclude (u - urn , u - u,) < 0, i.e., u = u, . This finishes Step 3. 
Steps 1, 2, and 3 prove Theorem 1. Indeed, either E = o or E # ,B ; if 
E = ~zr then (by Step 1) no subsequence of {x,J can be bounded, i.e., we have 
lim I[ z, [j = +OO; while if E # % then, by Step 2 and Step 3, {zn} converges 
weakly to a point of E. Q.E.D. 
COROLLARY 1. Suppose, in addition to the hypotheses of Theorem 2, that 
0 < t, < 1 for all n, C is bounded, and I - A is a k-set-contraction for some 
k < 1. Then {zll) converges strongly to a point of E. 
Proof. The measure of noncompactness y(K) of a bounded set K is, by 
definition, inf{S > 0: K can be covered by finitely many sets of diameter < S}. 
For relevant properties of y and of k-set-contractions, see Darbo [7]. 
For 0 < t < 1 it is readily verified that the operator I - tA = (1 - t) I + 
t(I - in) is a multivalued (I - et)-set-contraction for E = 1 - k > 0 (k may be 
taken nonnegative, so we may assume E < 1). Since Projc is nonexpansive, 
Projc(1 - tA) is also a (1 - Et)-set-contraction. Therefore the composition of 
the operators Projo. - t,A), Proj,(l - t2A),..., Proj,(1 - t,A) is a 
(1 - dl) (1 - Et,) ... (1 - et,)-set-contraction. It follows that for each n, 
(xj:j > rz + l} is contained in a set whose measure of noncompactness does not 
exceed y(C) . IJy=, (1 - E&). Hence 
for each n. Since C tj = +co, the infinite product n (1 - dj) = 0, so 
y((xj:j > 1)) = 0. Thus (x,} is relatively compact. 
Since each z,, is a convex combination of x1 ,..., x, , {.zn} is relatively strongly 
compact. By Theorem 1, {zn} converges weakly to a point u E E; thus {zn> must 
actually converge strongly to u. Q.E.D. 
As in [6], by a pseudocontraction we mean a mapping of the form T =m= I - A, 
where A is monotone. We have: 
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COROLLARY 2. Suppose C is bounded and T: C 4 C is a single-valued, 
demicontinuous pseudocontraction. Suppose 0 < t,, < 1 for all n and {tn} E /“\P’, 
while 
2, = f tixj/i fj . 
j=l j=L 
Then {z,$ converges weakly to a fired point of T. 
Remark. In [6] we have established the strong convergence of 
x,+1 = (I - A, - x,e,) .%.,, + x,T~, + x,e,z 
(z E C fixed) to a fixed point of T, for appropriate choices of {X,,J and {e,}. 
Proof. Since T(C) C C, the iteration for z,~ reduces to (2)-(4) with 
22 = I - T. Furthermore, A is bounded on C so (5) and (6) are satisfied. Since C 
is bounded, by Theorem 1 E # G and (znj converges weakly to a solution 
UECOf 
(Ax, x - u) 2 0 vx E c. 
However, A is demicontinuous, hence u E C is a solution of 
(izu, x - u) > 0 vx E c. (11) 
(For example, see Browder [3].) But u E C and T(C) C C, so we can take x = Tu 
in (1 I), obtaining 
(u - Tu, Tu - u) > 0, 
i.e., u =: Tu. Q.E.D. 
As an obvious combination of Corollary 1 and Corollary 2 we have: 
COROLLARY 3. Suppose, in addition to the hypotheses of Corollary 2, that T 
is a k-set-contraction for some k < I. Then {z.,J converges strongly to a fixed point 
of T. 
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